
CUB SCOUTS 

BOY SCOUTS 

Let us help your pack/den earn their loops, pins, and badges 

Tiger Scout Adventure Loop - Floats and Boats 

Workshops are available in Cobb, Dekalb, Fulton, Paulding, Cherokee Counties at your pack/den location. Please submit an 
inquiry request at scouts.engineeringforkidsmetroatl.org for more information or to arrange a class. 

Engineering for Kids® Mechanical Engineering: Catapults Lesson (60-minute workshop)

All Engineering For Kids activities last approximately 30-120 minutes each.

Cost: $170 Minimum up to 10 Children - 1 Activity - Each Additional Child - $17

 Engineering for Kids® Civil Engineering: Marshmallow Bridges Lesson (30-60-minute workshop)


Webelos and Arrow of Light Badge: Engineer - complete ALL of the following activities:
 Engineering for Kids® Mechatronics Engineering: Bubble Flute Lesson (60-minute workshop)

Hands-on learning projects that are taken home. Workshop descriptions on back.

$270 Minimum up to 10 Children - 2 Activities - Each Additional Child - $27
$360 Minimum up to 10 Children - 3 Activities - Each Additional Child - $36

Webelos and Arrow of Light Badge: Game Design - complete ONE of the following activities:
 Engineering for Kids® Software Engineering: Scratch Programming-Video Sensing(60-minute workshop)

Wolf Scout Adventure Loop - Air of the Wolf 

Engineering For Kids of Metro Atlanta

Wolf Scout Adventure Loop - Motor Away

is pleased to offer workshops for 
CUB and BOY SCOUTS

Bear Scout Adventure Loop - Robotics Bear Scout Adventure Loop - Forensics

Bear Scout Adventure Loop - Super Science

Webelos and Arrow of Light Badge: Adventures in Science - complete ONE of the following activities:
 Engineering for Kids® Aerospace Engineering: Straw Rockets(60-minute workshop)
 Engineering for Kids® Aerospace Engineering: Bottle Rockets(120 minute workshop-considered 2 activities)

Webelos and Arrow of Light Badge: Maestro - complete ONE of the following activities:
 Engineering for Kids® Hardware Engineering: Veggie Piano(60-minute workshop)

Merit Badge: Chemistry - complete ONE of the following activities:
 Engineering for Kids® Marine Engineering: Cartesian Diver(60-minute workshop)

Merit Badge: Inventing - complete ONE of the following activities:
 Engineering for Kids® Aerospace Engineering: Lunar Lander (60-minute workshop)

Merit Badge: Model Design and Building  - complete ONE of the following activities:
 Engineering for Kids® Aerospaace Engineering: Lunar Lander (60-minute workshop)

Merit Badge: Robotics - complete ONE of the following activities:
 Engineering for Kids® Robotics Engineering: Robotics 101 (60-minute workshop)
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Engineering for Kids® 
Lessons Correlated to Boy Scouts of America® Scouting Activity Badges 



Cub Scouts 

Tiger Scout Adventure Loop - Floats and Boats
Requirement: Build a boat from recycled materials, and float it on the water. 
Complete ONE of the following activities:

Engineering for Kids® Jr. Marine Engineering: Paddle boats(60-minute workshop)
Engineering for Kids® Jr. Marine Engineering: Row your boats(60-minute workshop)

Engineering for Kids® Aerospace Engineering: Airplanes(60-minute workshop)

Wolf Scout Adventure Loop - Air of the Wolf 
Requirement: Make a paper airplane and fly it five times. Make a change to its shape to help it fly farther. 
Complete ONE activity: 

Wolf Scout Adventure Loop - Motor Away

Engineering for Kids® Aerospace Engineering: Airplanes(60-minute workshop)

Requirement: Create and fly three different types of paper airplanes. Before launching them, record which 
one you believe will travel the farthest and what property of the plane leads you to make that prediction. 
Complete ONE activity:

Engineering for Kids® Marine Engineering: Powerboats(60-minute workshop)

Requirement: Make two different boats and sail them. Choose different shapes for your boats. 
Complete ONE of the following activities:

Engineering for Kids® Marine Engineering: New Canoe(60-minute workshop)
Requirement: Create a car that moves under its own power. Complete ONE activity:













Engineering for Kids® Mechanical Engineering: Custom Dragster(120-minute workshop-considered 2 activities)
Bear Scout Adventure Loop - Super Science
Requirement: Do a sink-or-float investigation. Explain what you learned.  Complete ONE activity:

Engineering for Kids® Marine Engineering: Boat Basics(60-minute workshop)

 Engineering for Kids® Marine Engineering: New Canoe(60-minute workshop)
Bear Scout Adventure Loop - Robotics
Requirement: Learn about some instances where a robot could be used in place of a human for work. Research 
one robot that does this type of work, and present what you learn to your den. 
Engineering for Kids® Robotics Engineering: Robotic Surgeons(60-minute workshop)

Bear Scout Adventure Loop - Forensic
Requirement: Analyze your fingerprints.   Complete ONE activity:

Engineering for Kids® Engineer Investigators: Identification Lab(60-minute workshop)
Requirement: Learn about chromatography and how it is used in solving crimes. Do an investigation using 
different types of black, felt-tip markers. Share your results with your den.    Complete ONE activity:

Engineering for Kids® Chemical Engineering: Chromatography(60-minute workshop)


























Workshops are available in Cobb, Dekalb, Fulton, Paulding, Cherokee Counties at your pack/den location. Please 
submit an inquiry request at scouts.engineeringforkidsmetroatl.org for more information or to arrange a class. 

Engineering for Kids® Robotics Engineering: TBD(60-minute workshop)

Requirement: Build a robot hand. Show how it works like a human hand and how it is different from a human 
hand; Build your own robot.   Complete ONE activity:



Do ALL of these:
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 Boy Scouts’ Webelos Activity Badge and Arrow of Light Badge: Engineering
Do ALL of these:

Requirement: Using the blueprints or plans from your own design, construct your project. Your project 
may be something useful or something fun.

Requirement: Examine a set of blueprints. Using these as a model, construct your own set of blueprints 
or plans to design a project.

Requirement: Do projects using the engineering skills you have learned. Share your projects with your 
den, and also exhibit them at a pack meeting. Complete TWO of the following activities:

 Engineering for Kids® Mechatronics: Bubble Flute: Lesson (60-minute workshop)

Requirement: Explore other fields of engineering and how they have helped form our past, present, 
and future.

 Engineering for Kids® Civil Engineering: Marshmallow Bridges Lesson (30-minute workshop)
 Engineering for Kids® Mechanical Engineering: Catapults Lesson (60-minute workshop)

Workshops are available in Cobb, Dekalb, Fulton, Paulding, Cherokee Counties at your pack/den location. Please 
submit an inquiry request at scouts.engineeringforkidsmetroatl.org for more information or to arrange a class. 

Requirement: Share your project with your Webelos den and your pack by displaying the project at a 
pack meeting.

 Boy Scouts’ Webelos Activity Badge and Arrow of Light Badge: Game Design
Requirement: Decide on the elements for your game, create your game, teach an adult or another scout 
how to play your game. Complete THIS activity:

Engineering for Kids® Software Engineering: Scratch Programming-Video Sensing(60-minute 
workshop)



 Boy Scouts’ Webelos Activity Badge and Arrow of Light Badge: Adventures in Science
Requirement: With adult supervision, build and launch a model rocket. Use the rocket to design a fair 
test to answer a question about force or motion. Complete ONE of the following activities:
 Engineering for Kids® Aerospace Engineering: Straw Rockets(60-minute workshop)

Engineering for Kids® Aerospace Engineering: Bottle Rockets(120 minute workshop-considered
2 activities)



 Boy Scouts’ Webelos Activity Badge and Arrow of Light Badge: Maestro
Requirement: Make a musical instrument. Play it for your family, den, or pack. Complete ONE 
activitiy:

Engineering for Kids® Hardware Engineering: Veggie Piano(60-minute workshop)
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Boy Scouts’ Merit Badges

Workshops are available in Cobb, Dekalb, Fulton, Paulding, Cherokee Counties at your pack/den location. Please submit an 
inquiry request at scouts.engineeringforkidsmetroatl.org for more information or to arrange a class. 

 Boy Scouts’ Merit Badge: Chemistry
Requirement: Construct a Cartesian diver. Describe its function in terms of how gases in general 
behave under different pressures and different temperatures. Describe how the behavior of gases 
affects a backpacker at high altitudes and a scuba diver underwater.  Complete of THIS of the 
following activities:

Engineering for Kids® Marine Engineering: Cartesian Diver(60-minute workshop)



 Boy Scouts’ Merit Activity Badge: Robotics

Requirement: Design, build, program, test. Choose a task for the robot or robotic subsystem that you 
plan to build.Include sensor feedback and programming in the task; Design your robot. The robot 
design should use sensors and programming and have at least 2 degrees of freedom; Build a robot or 
robotic subsystem of your original design to accomplish the task you chose; Program your robot to 
perform the task you chose.  
Requirement: Test your robot and record the results in your robot engineering notebook. Include 
suggestions on how you could improve your robot, as well as pictures or sketches of your finished 
robot. Complete ONE activity:

Engineering for Kids® Robotics Engineering: Robotics 101

Requirement: Create a model of the invention using clay, cardboard, or any other readily available 
material. List the materials necessary to build a prototype of the invention. 

 Engineering for Kids® Aerospace Engineering: Lunar Lander (60-minute workshop)

Boy Scouts’ Merit Badge: Inventing

Bouncing off the Walls (60-minute workshop)

Line Follow(60-minute workshop)

 Boy Scouts’ Merit Badge: Model Design and Building
Requirement: Complete a mechanical model. Build a model of a mechanical device that uses at least 
two of the six simple machines. After completing the model, present it to your counselor. Be 
prepared to discuss materials used, the machine’s function, and any difficulty you might have 
encountered.  Complete ONE activity:

Engineering for Kids® Mechanical Engineering: Custom Dragster (120-minute workshop-
considered 2 activities)

Engineering for Kids® Aerospace Engineering: Rubber band Helicopter(60-minute workshop)





 Do EACH of the following:




Requirement: Build a working prototype of the item you invented for the requirement above. Test and 
evaluate the invention. Among the aspects to consider in your evaluation are cost, usefulness, 
marketability, appearance, and function. Describe how your original vision and expectations for your 
invention are similar or dissimilar to the prototype you built. Have your counselor evaluate and 
critique your prototype.   Complete ONE activity: 
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